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ABSTRACT
The nonthermal atmospheric biocompatible plasma, also called cold plasma, is the fourth state of matter, is a partially ionized gas consisting
cocktail of gas’s molecules, free radicals, ions, electrons, and physical components such as photons, electric field and some heat.
It has been successfully used in the biomedical, agricultural food safety, environment applications including industrial application for the processing of materials and etc. for not mentioned here. The recent discovery of its efficacy in sterilization of microorganisms has trigged a large
quantity of research in the biomedical field. Here we review configurations and electrode layouts of typical plasma device for applications to
biomedical such as cancer treatment and virus inactivation technology. Cocktail of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) would be
efficient and effective to several biomedical applications such as inactivation of drug-resistant bacteria, cancer treatment, inactivation of viruses,
skin and dental applications. This detailed review provides an outline of typical plasma sources, their physical and chemical (RONS) characteristics based on their diagnostic methods, including cancer treatment strategies and inactivation of viruses. This review also emphasizing on
strategises to control and inactivation of SARS-COV2 (COVID19) and rejuvenate lung cells. Plasma bioscience and medicine technologies will
deliver a new model of therapeutic clinical systems along with sustainable application to environmental issues.
Keywords: Nonthermal atmospheric pressure biocompatible dielectric barrier discharged plasma, Cold plasma, Virus inactivation, Cancer
treatment, Plasma bioscience and medicine

1. Introduction
Plasma is a group of electrically charged gases also called the fourth
state of matter or ionized gas after the solid, liquid, and gaseous states.
This material was created about 13.7 billion years ago, and is the basic and fundamental material for universe creation, and to understand
the meaning of plasma, we can find it by looking at the Sanskrit word,
plasma. “Pla or pra” means very basic, primitive, very high, “z or s”
means life, water, and “ma” means a matter with energy [1, 2]. When
it is combined to interpret the meaning, it is an essential substance or
material in which the energy is accumulated. Or it can be interpreted
as fundamental and life-forming quantum matter. In medicine, because “blood” was viewed as the fundamental and essential material
of life, “plasma” was called plasma. In biology, it was called plasma
because the “proplasm” of cells was viewed as the basic material of
life [3–5].
Plasma could be generated through the electric discharge from the
gas between the powered and grounded electrodes with direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC) voltage [6–12]. The electric discharges produce electrons, ions, light, heat, and reactive neutral gases,
which are in high energy excited states, along with the neutral gases
in ground state energy [12–15]. Interactions of the plasma generated
reactive oxygen species and nitrogen species (RONS) with biological
cells or tissues could be used for wound treatment, selective cancer
apoptosis, and microbial biofilm eradication. Reactive gases with high
excited energy are represented by an oxidative potential, which refers
to the ability to take electrons from surrounding molecules or atoms.
At this time, the atoms or molecules from which the electrons were
deprived are called to be oxidized. Among the reactive species, the
reactive oxygen species (ROS) are hydroxyl groups OH with the oxidative potential of 2.8 eV, oxygen atoms O with oxidative potential of

2.4 eV, ozone O3 with oxidative potential of 2.1 eV, hydrogen peroxide H2 O2 with oxidative potential of 1.8 eV, and oxygen molecules O2
with oxidative potential of 1.2 eV, superoxide anion O2 *− with an oxidative potential of ~1.3 eV, and superoxide di-anion O2 *−− with oxidative potential of ~1.6 eV, while the reactive nitrogen species (RNS)
are nitrogen oxides NO with oxidative potential of ~ 1.7 eV, nitrite
NO2 − , nitrite di-anion NO2 −− , and peroxynitrite ONOO− [16–18].
It also contains electromagnetic waves composed of a combination of
ultraviolet, visible, and infrared emissions from discharge gases such
as helium (He), argon (Ar), nitrogen (N2 ), air, and their mixtures
and compounds. Low-temperature plasma generated at atmospheric
pressure generally maintains the form of a cocktail in which these
active gases are mixed. In particular, this type of low-temperature
plasma applicable to a living body is simply called nonthermal atmospheric pressure biocompatible dielectric barrier discharged plasma
(NBP). In other words, it is also referred to as nonthermal atmospheric
pressure plasma (NAP) [13–15,19–24] and cold atmospheric pressure
plasma (CAP) [25–40]. Here, we may call it NBP. This kind of NBP
has a slight thermal effect, as well as electrons and ions, reactive oxygen and nitrogen gases, ultraviolet and visible light for applications to
plasma medicine [41–47], agriculture [48–59], antibacterial treatment
against dental disease, disc herniation treatment and antifungal treatment [60–70].
The purpose of this review would provide a general survey and recent results of plasma bioscience and medicines for applications mainly
to healthcare and hygiene, which is based on the convergence of plasma
physics, chemistry, biology, and medicines. Current studies of plasma
biosciences and medicine are reviewed, with an emphasis on NBP
sources, their plasma diagnostics, and main applications to plasma
medicines such as cancer treatment and microbial treatment of bacteria removal and virus inactivation. This review covers typical NBP
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sources which would be widely used in the world, and their basic characteristics will be briefly explained. Most NBP plasma sources are belonging to dielectric barrier discharged plasmas, in which pencil-type
jets and surface discharged or facing discharged plasma are frequently
used among the many plasma sources with their driving frequencies
are low less than 1 kHz, medium ranging from ~ 10–100 kHz, and high
ranging from ~MHz up to GHz. These NBP plasmas may be characterized by specified categories since their electron density is in between
1012 to ~ 1016 cm−3 , which is somewhat different from glow and arc
discharge plasmas. However, their electron temperatures are in the
range of 0.8–3 eV, which is quite similar to normal glow plasmas. The
plasma gas temperature in plasma plumes would be very important for
patients since the heat above 45 ∘ C should not be allowed by regulation. Also, the harmful gases, particularly ozone O3 , must be kept less
than 0.05 ppm during 8 h working conditions in 8 m3 space volume.
The fundamental issues occurring from these NBP interactions with
water or biological materials are the generation of ROS as well as RNS.
Figure 1 demonstrates the schematic of a basic mechanism that shows
how RONS, such as O3 , OH·, H2 O2 , NO, NO2 , and ultraviolet (UV),
which are coexisting in NBP, may be generated, and delivered to water
or biological tissues during plasma interactions, even though plasma
electrons and ions cannot propagate directly into water or skin layers.
Here, we also establish the fast method of plasma-initiated UV photolysis and the slow diffusion processes for RONS to penetrate water
or tissue for plasma biosciences and medicine. Their synergistic interactions could augment RONS penetration into cells or water in the
biological tissue for health care and medicine.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show atopy, skin cancer, and other skin lesions or their internal tissues could be treated to get healing effects
throughout RONS penetration and their interactions with pathogenic
tissue areas [41–48]. In modern medicine, incurable diseases such as
modern skin diseases, dementia, and cancer occur due to the mutational transformation of normal cells and related cells. In addition, incurable diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, which are related to protein variables, can be fundamentally treated using a RONS
composed of simple molecules, that is, plasma, which is the fundamental material of life. For this, the next generation plasma medicine
could be pioneered. It can also be used from the viewpoint of oral
health, oral dentistry, and skin care. In addition, it can be used for life
sciences such as cancer treatment, agricultural and fishery food processing and storage, environment, and health cares through the interaction of the dissolved RONS in plasma-activated water (PAW) made
by treating plasma onto water, with cell, bacteria, and fungi [71–78].
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Figure 1. (a) Large area surface discharged NBP source for plasma biosciences and
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) in plasma bioscience. (b) Plasma
RONS interactions with biological tissue. Reproduced with permission from [11],
Copyright 2021, Springer Nature.

2. Nonthermal atmospheric pressure biocompatible dielectric barrier discharged plasma (NBP)
generator
Plasma devices generated at atmospheric pressure must maintain
the concentration of harmful gases such as ozone less than 0.05 ppm
in the living environment [79,80], and there must be no electric shock,
and heat to living tissues to be applied to bioscience and medical science. In other words, it should be put into real-life and medical health
sites to ensure electrical safety and biomedical safety, so that it is safe
and convenient for all people. There are two representatives of NBP,
so-called “soft plasma jet”, as shown in the first left at the top of Fig.
2, and surface discharged micro dielectric barrier discharge plasma,
so-called “surface NBP”, in the first and the second left at the bottom
of Fig. 2 [4]. The NBP, which is used all over the world, has a slightly
modified form of these two or a combination of these two types for
face-to-face discharge. “Plasma jet”, which is relatively easy to manufacture worldwide, is currently the most widely used, and surface NBP
whose electrode is based on the patent from plasma display panel technology, could be used by PBRC (Plasma Bioscience Research Center)
to lead the development of health medicine, environment, agriculture
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Figure 2. Nonthermal atmospheric pressure biocompatible plasma (NBP) sources
for plasma bioscience. Reproduced with permission from [4], Copyright 2015, Korean Vacuum Society.

and fisheries, beauty, especially coronavirus quarantine and treatment
devices [3–5].
2.1. Plasma jet
Figure 3(a) displays the plasma jet system which is consisting mainly
of a high voltage driving power supply, electrodes covered with dielectrics. A plasma jet device is assembled with a syringe and a glass
or ceramic tube. This plasma device is an ac-driven jet with a few
kilovolts of duty-cycled sinusoidal waves at a frequency of 60 Hz –
100 kHz [81]. The clinical needle and syringe are used for guiding the
gas flow. The inner electrode is made of stainless steel whose inner
diameter is 1.2–2 mm and a thickness is 0.2–0.3 mm, which is tightly
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of surface type of nonthermal atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharged (surface DBD) plasma system. Reproduced with permission from [84], Copyright 2020, MDPI. (b) Surface discharged image from DBD
plasma. Reproduced with permission from [4], Copyright 2015, Korean Vacuum
Society.
Figure 3. (a) A nonthermal soft plasma jet comprising mainly of a high-voltage
power supply, dielectrics, and electrodes. Distance between the cell media or
target and outer electrode was kept to 5–10 mm during exposure. Reproduced
with permission from [81, 82], Copyright 2020, MDPI. (b) Plume of soft plasma jet
through exit nozzle. Reproduced with permission from [83], Copyright 2019, MDPI.

surrounded by a quartz tube whose outer diameter is 7–9 mm. This
serves also as a powered high voltage electrode in an alternative current. The glass or quartz tube covering the needle steers the flow of
the plume. The glass tube also prevents electric shocks caused by high
voltage naked needles during living tissue treatment. Here, the ground
electrode is placed at the region of the glass tube end. The influence
on the characteristics of the plasma plume by the ground electrode is
important concerning the position and structure of the electrode. The
primary voltage of the high voltage inverter is duty-cycled by a voltage
timing controller. The outer electrode is fabricated from steel and it is
perforated with 1 mm hole, via which the plasma jet is discharged into
the neighboring ambient air. Porous alumina with a diameter of 10–12
mm and a length of 17–20 mm is machined to be in close contact with
the outer electrodes and inner electrodes. The discharge gap distance
is adjusted to 2–3 mm between the outer and inner electrodes. Gas is
injected into the needle and then ejected via the 1–2 mm gap in the
outer electrode via the porous alumina. The porous alumina utilized
in this study is around 30 vol % porosity with an average pore diameter
of 80-100 µm. Air or any other gases could be utilized as the feeding
gas, the flow rate is controlled by a mass flow controller or an analog.
Once the gas is introduced via the inner electrode and ac power
(high-voltage) from the inverter is applied, a plasma discharged into
the porous alumina between the two electrodes, and a plasma jet achieving long lengths (up to several centimeters) is ejected into the open
atmosphere, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(b) [83]. Cells or biological targets were treated with jet plasma for appropriate exposure times such
as 30, 60, 120, and 240 s under a discharge power of less than about 2
W (V peak : 1–2 kV and I 30sp : 1–2 mA) from a duty-cycle controlled
inverter voltage. The driving frequency is 20–50 kHz and 1–2 L/min
flow rate of air gas is maintained. The operating temperature of the
plasma device is in the range of 25–36 o C at the time of treatment.
2.2. Surface type of dielectric barrier discharged nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma (surface DBD
plasma)
Figure 4(a) shows a surface dielectric barrier discharged (DBD)
nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma for biosciences, medicines,
and esthetics [84]. Biological skins have been treated by the surface
DBD for 30 s to few minutes under electrical discharge power of about
less than 3 W (1–2.2 kV, 1–2 mA, and phase angle 0.7 radians) with
duty-cycle controlled high voltage ac inverter. The driving frequency
of sinusoidal high-voltage could be controlled to be 60 Hz –100 kHz
as well as its duty cycles 1–50 %. The plasma device consisted of two
parallel silver electrodes which are printed on the same insulating substrate. The coplanar two electrodes were separated by a 100–200 𝜇m,
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whose thickness is about 3–5 𝜇m, and tightly sealed with an insulating SiO2 paste. These electrodes are coated by Ag paste film by semiconductor screen printing or photolithography method with furnace
treatment under 600 ∘ C on the glass or ceramic substrate. The thickness of the substrate is about 1.8 mm. The diameter of micro-DBD
surface plasma is 30-100 mm, which is designed for 20–100 mm Petridishes. The discharge power is about less than 3 W whose peak voltage
is about Vp ~ 1–2 kV and currents are less than 5 mA. The operating
temperature of the plasma device is in the range of 24–32 ∘ C at the
time of treatment [85].
Once the gas is introduced through the peripheral guiding hole and
high-voltage AC power from the inverter is applied, a discharge is fired
onto the dielectric material as shown in Fig. 4(b), in which each spot
represents respective discharged plasma whose thickness is limited to
~200 µm in plasma treatment [4, 84]. Currently, surface DBD plasma
devices with diameters of 35, 90, and 300 mm have been developed.
It is applied to cancer cell death, skin care, wound and burn healing,
agricultural and marine products storage technology, semiconductor
surface treatment, and environmental improvement such as particulate mass dust removal.
Figure 5(a) shows the appearance of the counter-facing electrode’s
large-area surface discharged DBD plasma with a diameter bigger than
100 mm, and Fig. 5(b) shows a schematic structure of counter facing electrode of this device [85]. These plasmas interact with ambient
plasma gas, air or other buffer gases, and moisture in the atmosphere
to generate various reactive oxygen species and nitrogen species. The
low-temperature atmospheric pressure DBD plasma generated here
has an electron temperature of 0.7–3 eV, and a plasma ion density of
(3–5) × 1013−16 /cm3 [85–88]. The density of various reactive species
generated by the plasma of such an electron temperature has a value
of approximately (2–7) × 1014−16 /cm3 [85–88], and brings biological
and medical effects. From a driving frequency of several kHz to several MHz and microwave of 2.45 GHz, it can generate plasma jets and
large-area plasma in the form of the surface discharge as shown in Fig.
6(a) [47]. When such plasma is irradiated on the skin or lesion tissue,
as shown in Fig. 6(b), simultaneous reactive species is generated in the
cell tissue by plasma-initiated UV photolysis (red), in addition, the reactive gases generated at outside the cell tissue moves slowly (black)
into the fine tissue due to the diffusion of transport [89, 90].
By the generation and interaction of such plasma reactive gases
inside and outside the cell tissue, it is possible to heal cancer cells
and various lesions on or in the skin tissue. At this time, a nonthermal large-area surface DBD plasma device can be used for large-area
wound treatment and medical applications. In addition, standardization work on electrical safety, density, electron temperature, electrical energy, types and density of reactive oxygen species and nitrogen
species, plasma treatment time of surface DBD-NBP device is also very
important for their medical use. In particular, it is important to maintain the ozone content less than 0.05 ppm [79,80], even though it is not
international standards. In addition, μ-DBD surface discharge plasma
devices can be installed facing each other to produce a counter dis-
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Figure 7. Electrical measurement of the plasma source. (a) An output voltage
waveform of the DC-AC inverter with on-off time for soft plasma jet. (b) 2 kV,
50 kHz sinusoidal wave. Reproduced with permission from [85], Copyright 2020,
Springer.
Figure 5. (a) Nonthermal facing large area DBD plasma source images with 330
mm in diameter. (b) The electrode structure of nonthermal facing large area DBD
sources with 330 mm in diameter.

Figure 8. Electrical characteristics of discharge. (a) Discharge current (black) and
voltage (red) waveforms versus time. (b) Plot of the corresponding charge versus
voltage (Working gas: nitrogen; gas flow rate : 1,000 sccm). Reproduced with
permission from [92], Copyright 2020, IOP Science.

measured between the HV (1000X) electrode and the grounded electrode, and the current could be monitored by a pick-up or Rogowski
current probe. Figure 7(a) shows a driving voltage output (a) from
the DC-AC inverter of a soft plasma jet, in which the duty-cycle ratio would be controlled for reduction of heat damage and ozone production during plasma discharge. The discharge of the soft plasma jet
has been generated by about ~2 kV and 30–50 kHz sinusoidal wave
as in Fig. 7(b) under the nitrogen or any other gas flow rate of 1–2
L/min [85].
The duration of on-time during discharge is adjusted by 15–25 ms,
and its duty ratio could be adjusted by 9–30 % in the driving voltage
by changing the off-time duration. The electrical energy per second
could be obtained from the following equation with signal period 𝑇 .
ˆ 𝑇
1
Electrical energy per second = 𝐷 ∗
(𝑉 (𝑡) ∗ 𝐼 (𝑡))𝑑𝑡, (1)
𝑇 0
𝑇

Figure 6. (a) Nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma produces reactive oxygen
and nitrogen species propagating the cutaneous materials through to subcutaneous layers underneath. Reproduced with permission from [47], Copyright 2019,
Elsevier. (b) Plasma induced UV photolysis produces simultaneous interior RONS
generation in tissue and slow transport of exterior RONS into tissue. Reproduced
with permission from [89], Copyright 2019, AIP Publishing.

charge electrode structure, and this device is being developed for use as
a pathogen sterilizer for ambulances. It was proved plasma is very useful for sterilization and disinfection of ambulances using this when the
corona crisis has recently expanded at Daegu, Korea in 2020, through
an inactivation test of COVID19 [91].

3. Diagnostics of nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma
3.1. Electrical discharge voltage and current measurement
An oscilloscope could be used for the measurement of voltage and
current during the discharge between the electrodes of nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma. As shown in Fig. 7, the voltage could be
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on
where 𝐷 is the duty ratio defined by 𝑇on +𝑇
, where 𝑇on and 𝑇off are
off
on-time and off-time durations in driving voltage, respectively. The
voltage (red) and current (black) waveforms used for the soft jet are
shown in Fig. 8(a), respectively [92]. Positive discharge for soft jet occurs at the breakdown voltage of 2 kV with a discharge peak current
of 37 mA, while a negative discharge occurs at the breakdown voltage of -2 kV with a discharge peak current of -40 mA, respectively, in
which the voltage driving frequency has been measured to be 85 kHz.
The electrical energy per unit cycle could also be obtained from the
Lissajous figure, i.e., the charge versus applied voltage relationship, as
shown in Fig. 8(b). The electrical energy per cycle is found to be 219
µJ for a soft jet either from Eq. (1) or in Lissajous Fig. 8(b). The electrical discharge energy per second could be estimated to be 1.5 J/s either
from the Eq. (1) or from Lissajous figure under duty cycle 𝐷 = 0.1 and
𝑓 = 85 kHz. This low power consumption is specific characteristics in
nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma for plasma biosciences and
medicines.

3.2. Optical emission spectroscopy measurement
The optical emission spectroscopy could be performed to clarify
reactive species by emission characteristics of the nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma. For this kind of work, the spectrometer might
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𝑘𝑇

1/2

tion u𝑔 ≈ 𝑐𝑠2 /𝑢𝑛 [60, 61], where 𝑐𝑠 = ( 𝑀𝑖𝑒 ) is ion-acoustic wave velocity, 𝑢𝑛 = −D𝑎 ∇n/n is plasma ambipolar diffusion velocity, and D𝑎 =
𝑐𝑠2 /𝜈𝑖 is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. Herein k, ∇n, T 𝑒 , M 𝑖 , 𝜈𝑖 ,
and n (≈ n𝑒 ≈ n𝑖 ) are Boltzmann constant, plasma density gradient,
electron temperature, ion mass, ion-neutral collision frequency, and
plasma density, respectively. Also, the 𝜈𝑖 , in a weak and moderate
electric field can be expressed in [62] by,
𝜈𝑖 =

𝑒𝑃√(𝛼/𝑎𝑜3 ) 𝐴
2.7𝑀𝑖 √(1 + (𝑀/𝑀𝑖 )

(1)

where P is gas pressure in Torr, e is electron charge, a0 is Bohr radius,
A is molecular weight of gas, 𝛼 is polarizability of the molecules, and M
is mass of neutral gas. Since electrons and ions could not move independently due to relative high value of polarizing electric field, E𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 ,
they may tend to move mutually under velocity closely to ambipolar
diffusion velocity, 𝑢𝑛 . In this steady state condition moving at plasma
bullet frame, the steady state continuity equation could be written by
𝜕2 𝑛 𝑢𝑔 𝜕𝑛 𝜈𝑖𝑧
+
+
𝑛 = 0.
𝜕𝑥 2 𝐷𝑎 𝜕𝑥 𝐷𝑎

(2)

From this Eq. (2) the plasma ambipolar diffusion velocity 𝑢𝑛 could be
solved from 𝑢𝑛 = −D𝑎 ∇n/n by after simple mathematical calculation
[61],
𝑢𝑔 1
4𝜈 𝑘 𝑇
𝑢𝑛 =
− √𝑢𝑔2 − 𝑖𝑧 𝐵 𝑒 .
(3)
2
2
𝑀𝑖 𝜈𝑖
Figure 9. OES emission profiles from the soft plasma jet (a) and surface discharged μ-DBD plasma (b), respectively. Reproduced with permission from [59],
Copyright 2019, Springer Nature, [92] Copyright 2020, IOP Science, [93] Copyright
2020, Springer Nature.

be calibrated for wavelength measurements by using a Hg-Ar lamp.
The opical emission spectra (OES) could be measured by using an optical fiber whose diameter is about 400 µm, placed in front of the nozzle of plasma plume, through which the emitted light is led to a slit for
collecting the light into a grating of a spectrometer.
The OES of the soft plasma jet and surface discharged µ-DBD have
been represented in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. There are discharge signals from the nitric oxide gamma band (NO 𝛾) at 236, 246,
and 258 nm, etc [45] in both Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). These are caused by
the collision of energetic electrons or metastable atoms with nitrogen
molecules in the air. Also, the emission in the range of 306–309 nm
could be observed, which are caused by hydroxyl radical (OH) species
by dissociation of water molecules being existing in the ambient environment [93]. The nitrogen second positive system (N2 SPS) could
be strongly observed at 296, 315, 337, 356, and 380 nm, etc, moreover,
the nitrogen first negative system (N2 FNS) emissions are weakly observed at wavelengths ranged 390–440 nm [59, 92, 93]. These emissions originated from the excited nitrogen species could be caused by
nitrogen molecules both in the feeding gas and ambient environment.
In addition to these, there are also emissions from the atomic oxygen
(O) at 777 and 844 nm, and emission at 656 nm from hydrogen atom
(Hα ).
3.3. Plasma electron temperature and electron density measurement
Plasma electron temperature measurement
In this section, we could study the plasma propagation speed, u𝑔 ,
which may be described as plasma group velocity, by employing plasma
fluid equation concerning ambipolar diffusion, which yields an equa-
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The electron temperature, T 𝑒 , can be determined by equating this
formula Eq. (3) to
u𝑛 ≈ 𝑐𝑠2 /𝑢𝑔 [24], by finding the following analytical equation.
𝑢𝑔 1
4𝜈 𝑘 𝑇
𝑘 𝑇
− √𝑢𝑔2 − 𝑖𝑧 𝐵 𝑒 = 𝐵 𝑒 .
2
2
𝑀𝑖 𝜈𝑖
𝑀𝑖 𝑢𝑔

(4)

where the stepwise ionization frequency ν𝑖𝑧 could be written [Fridman] as
7/2
𝜈𝑖𝑧 ≈ 𝜈𝑖𝑑 (𝐼/𝑇𝑒 )
Here 𝜈𝑖𝑑 is direct ionization frequency given [62] by
𝜈𝑖𝑑 ≈ 𝑁 √

8𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒 (K)
−𝐼
),
𝐶𝑖 (𝐼 + 2𝑇𝑒 (eV)) exp (
𝜋𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑒 (eV)

where N is neutral gas density∼2.5 × 1025 m−3 , m𝑒 is electron mass,
C𝑖 is gas constant, for instance C𝑖 of argon is 2 × 10−17 cm2 /eV and
C𝑖 of neon is 1.6 × 10−18 cm2 /eV, and I is ionization potential.
The electron temperature inside the nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma can be achieved by plotting right and left-hand side terms
of Eq. (4) in terms of electron temperature, as shown in Fig. 10, by obtaining a junction point where the right and left-hand side terms are
crossed at a certain temperature. It can be observed in Fig. 2 that electron temperature of atmospheric pressure nonthermal plasma is detected to be about 1.18 eV under the experimentally measured group
velocity, u𝑔 ≈ 4 × 104 m/s as of many experiments around the world
wide laboratories [25–39].
In this context, we assumed a hypothesis that nature will conserve
the fluxes of electron and ion to be almost the same due to the density of ion and electron within the plasma are relatively elevated values and additionally this fact will give rise to the quasineutrality, n𝑖
≈ n𝑒 ≈ n. Therefore, the polarization electric field, E𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 , caused
by the space charge inside nonthermal dielectric barrier discharged
plasma would be ambipolar electric field and has a major impact to
control and modify the resultant fluxes of ions and electrons to be approximately similar to each other [61]. Here we also note that this
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on the ambipolar diffusion model [61]. The electron density from μDBD jet and μ-DBD surface plasma has been estimated to be 3 × 1015
and 5 × 1014 cm−3 from the ambipolar diffusion model, respectively.
The electric field corresponding to this electron density is estimated by
𝑛 𝑒𝜆

Figure 10. Determination of electron temperature by finding an intersection point
of the left and right-hand side of Eq. (4) under measured plasma group velocity,
u𝑔 ≈ 4 × 104 m/s from experiment by scanning the electron temperature from
0 to 1.7 × 104 K. Reproduced with permission from [61], Copyright 2017, Springer
Nature.

method for determination of electron temperature with stepwise ionization and convective wavepacket plasma model has many advantages in real applications and could be very widely and easily applied
to either plasma jet and a large area of dielectric barrier surface discharged plasma without any loss of generality under various kinds of
pure gases or their mixtures. However, the other methods such as the
collisional radiative model have many limitations and are complicated
to real situations in their measurement since there is no confirmative assumption of plasma equilibrium or local thermodynamic equilibrium state in nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma. The
electron temperature for the soft jet and the surface µ-DBD plasma has
been measured to be 1.76 and 0.6 eV based on the collisional radiative
model [11, 47, 63, 85–88].
Plasma electron density measurement
For estimation of the electron density inside the nonthermal DBD
plasma, we assume that both electron and ion will move together by
ambipolar diffusion velocity. However, in actual conditions, it is very
difficult for electron flux to be precisely the same as that of ion flux.
Also, electron flux may be slightly greater than ion flux due to electron
has higher diffusion coefficient, D𝑒 than that of ion diffusion coefficient, D𝑖 as well as 𝜇𝑒 >> 𝜇𝑖 , where µ𝑒 is electron mobility and µ𝑖 , is
ion mobility. Therefore, the current density might be expressed as J ≈
enu𝑒 , where u𝑒 is downstream electron velocity, with no violation of
quasineutrality as n ≈ n𝑒 ≈ n𝑖 . From this justification, the downstream
current density is not zero, i.e., J ≠ 0, whenever we detected it in the
experiment. The ambipolar electric field, E𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 , causes ambipolar diffusion for Γ𝑒 ≈ Γ𝑖 , the downstream electron speed u𝑒 should be close
to ambipolar diffusion velocity, u𝑛 . Therefore, the current density in
the downstream region could be expressed by
𝐽 ≈ 𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 ≈ 𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑛 ,

(5)

which is dominant electron flux under conditions of Γ𝑒 ≈ Γ𝑖 . Therefore, the electron density could be saved and estimated by using Eq.
(5) [11, 61]. The peak value of downstream electron current has been
measured to be about I 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ≈ 12 mA with a plasma radius of r𝑏 = 2.67
× 10−4 m in the experiment [61]. Here the averaged current density J
can be written by J = I 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 /2A, where A = 𝜋r𝑏 2 is the cross-sectional
area through which the plasma has been passed. The electron density has then been estimated to be 3 × 1015 cm−3 from Eq. (5) based
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𝑘𝑇 [𝑒𝑉 ]

𝑒
𝐸 ∼ 𝑒𝜀0 𝐷 , where 𝜆𝐷 = 740√ 𝑛 [𝑐𝑚
−3 ] (cm) is electron Debye length.
𝑒
This electric field has been approximately to be 12 – 70 kV/cm for
μ-DBD jet and μ-DBD surface plasma, which is reported from many
laboratories for μ-DBD plasma [64]. This could play a very crucial
role in biological interactions, especially in cell membrane interfacial
region with water resulting in depolarization of membrane structure
to induce apoptosis.
The other methods for the determination of electron density for
nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma are Stark broadening
[65] and laser interferometric spectroscopic diagnostics [66], in which
their plasma densities are somewhat similar to that obtained from the
convective wavepacket method introduced here. Hence we would like
to suggest this kind of measurement of electron density in nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma since it is a relatively easy and
economic facility in most laboratories.

3.4 Rotational and vibrational plasma gas temperature measurement
Measurement of molecular gas temperature is fundamentally important for understanding the characteristics of the nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma. In nitrogen discharged plasmas, the rotational gas temperatures of nitrogen quickly achieve their thermodynamic equilibrium within themselves, due to the faster rotational energy exchanges with surrounding ambient heavy particles rather than
with electrons. The Boltzmann distribution of rotational levels could
be used to measure the rotational temperature in μ-DBD plasmas [67,
68,87]. Optical emission spectroscopy has been extensively used to estimate the rotational temperature in μ-DBD plasmas [67,68,87]. Many
people showed that the most accurate value of gas temperature could
be obtained using the 𝑁2 𝐶 3 𝐼𝐼𝑢 → 𝑁2 𝐵3 𝐼𝐼𝑔, so-called the second positive system (SPS) emission band [67, 68, 87] rather than the first positive system (FPS) of 𝑁2 + 𝐵2 Σ+𝑢 → 𝑁2 + 𝑋 2 Σ+𝑔 , where their transition energy diagram and real emission spectra are shown in Fig. 11.
Figure 11 shows the OES of the nonthermal DBD plasma jet, where
N2 SPS (297-400 nm) and N2 FPS (550-800 nm) are observed, where
NO-𝛾 band (213-258 nm) could also be observed [85]. The OES from
the nonthermal μ-DBD surface plasma is similar to that of the plasma
jet. Vibrational spectra of the N2 SPS and their magnified rotational
spectrum belonging to the 0–0 vibrational band around 337 nm of N 2
C3 II 𝑢 (v = 0) → N 2 B3 II 𝑔 (v = 0), as indicated by dotted box in (b).
In this work, we have selected rotational levels of the SPS belonging
to the 0–0 vibrational band of 𝑁2 (𝐶 3 Π𝑢 )(𝑣 = 0) → 𝐵3 Π𝑔 (𝑣 = 0), as
indicated by magnified spectrum around 337 nm, in Fig. 11(b). The
intensity I 𝐽 ′ 𝐽 ″ of a particular rotational transition 𝐽 ′ →𝐽 ″ in this SPS
is given by [53, 54]
𝐼𝐽 ′ 𝐽 ″ ≈ 𝐴𝜈′ 𝜈″ 𝑆𝑝 (𝐽 ″ )𝑛𝑐 exp (−

𝐸𝑟 (𝜈′ , 𝐽 ′ )
)
𝑘𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑡

(6)

where 𝐴𝑣′ 𝑣″ is transition amplitude, 𝑆𝑝 (𝐽 ″ ) = 6𝐽 ″ − 10/𝐽 ″ is HoenlLondon factor corresponding to the rotational angular momentum
quantum number 𝐽 ″ , and E𝑟 (v′ , 𝐽 ′ ) is the rotational energy for vibrational number v′ and rotational number 𝐽 ′ given by
𝐸𝑟 (𝜈′ , 𝐽 ′ ) = 𝐵𝜈 𝐽 ′ (𝐽 ′ + 1) − 𝐷𝜈 𝐽 ′ (𝐽 ′ + 1)2

(7)

where B𝑣 and D𝑣 are rotational term for vibrational number v, 𝐽 ′
and 𝐽 ″ are the rotational quantum numbers for the transitions (v = 0,
𝐽 ′ )→(v = 0, 𝐽 ″ ), k is the Boltzmann constant, and T 𝑟𝑜𝑡 is the rotational
temperature. For the estimation of rotational temperature, Eq. (6)
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Figure 11. (a) Optical emission spectra and their transitional energy diagram N2
C3 II𝑢 →B3 II𝑔 , the second positive system (SPS). (b) Vibrational spectra of the N2
SPS and magnified rotational spectrum belonging to the 0–0 vibrational band
around 337 nm of N2 C3 II𝑢 (v =0) →B3 II𝑔 (v =0), as in dotted box in (b). Reproduced
with permission from [85], Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

could be rearranged as
′

ln (−

𝐼𝐽 ′ 𝐽 ″
𝐵 ℎ𝑐
) = − 𝜈 𝐽 ′ (𝐽 ′ + 1) + 𝐶
𝑘𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑡
𝑆𝑝 (𝐽 ″ )

(8)

where h is Plank constant, c is the speed of light, and C is constant.
Figure 12 shows the plot of Eq. (8) versus rotational energy given by
Eq. (7) with rotational quantum number 𝐽 ′ . The rotational temperature T rot of the plasma gas molecules could be determined from the
reciprocal value of the slope of the resulting linear plotting of the lefthand side of Eq. (8) versus the energy difference between rotational
energy and E𝑟 . The slope of the resulting linear distribution will be
equal to B′ 𝑣 hc/(kT rot). From the reciprocal value of this slope, the
rotational temperature T rot of the plasma gas has been measured to
be 807 K for nonthermal air plasma plume above 1 mm water surface
throughout repeated experiments.
In this work, the vibrational gas temperature could also be estimated by selecting quantum levels of the SPS corresponding to the ν–
3
ν′ vibrational band of N 2 (C 3 Πu) (v) → B Πg (ν′ ). The intensity
of a particular vibrational band in this SPS is given by [69],
ln (

𝐼𝜈𝜈′
𝐸 − 𝐸0
)=𝐶− 𝜈
𝜈𝜈𝜈′ 𝐴𝜈𝜈′
𝑘𝑇𝑣𝑖𝑏

(9)

where 𝐼𝜈𝜈′ is emission intensity transition 𝜈→𝜈′ , measured from experiment, 𝜈𝜈𝜈′ is transitional frequency, 𝐴𝜈𝜈′ is transitional amplitude, and E𝜈 is the vibrational energy for quantim number 𝜈 given
by
1
𝐸𝜈 (𝑒𝑉 ) = 1.24 × 10−4 ( + 𝜈) [𝜔𝑒 (𝑐𝑚)−1 ]
(10)
2
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Figure 12. Rotational and vibrational gas temperatures of nonthermal air DBD
plasma plume could be determined from the inverse slope of the above figure
(a) and (b), respectively, which yield 807 K and 0.75 eV, at 1 mm above the position
of water surface. Reproduced with permission from [85], Copyright 2020, Springer
Nature.

The vibrational temperature of T vib of the plasma molecules could be
determined from the reciprocal value of the slope of the resulting linear plotting of the left-hand side of Eq. (9) versus energy difference
E𝑟 – E𝑜 . The slope of the resulting linear distribution will be equal to
1/(kT vib). From the reciprocal value of this slope, the vibrational temperature kT 𝑣𝑖𝑏 of the plasma gas has been measured to be 0.75 eV for
nonthermal air plasma plume above 1 mm water surface, as indicated
by Fig. 12(b) [87]. Since the maximum exciting nitrogen number density among the excited molecular energy band C, B, and A are up to
~ 1017 /cm−3 in this experiment, the ratio of excited molecules of rotational and vibrational temperature 807 K and 0.75 eV, respectively,
to those of cooled ambient molecules is estimated to be about 1 %, in
which remaining 99 % of most ambient molecules with room temperature are quickly absorbing rotational and vibrational temperatures
of the excited 1 % those molecules, resulting in cool temperature if
your hand is touching to this DBD plasma. Hence we call this kind of
plasma nonthermal, cold, or cool plasma even though the rotational
temperature is somewhat high to be 806 K.
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OH · +OH· → H2 O2 , or H2 O + O
H2 O∗ → OH− + H+
OH− + OH− → H2 O2 + 2e−
OH− → OH · +e−
O3 + OH− + H+ → 2OH · +O2

Figure 13. Schematics for electrons, ions, and neutral particles along with VUV
and UV radiation contribute to the production of the reactive oxygen and nitrogen
(RONS) species in discharge areas in gas and water interior region during the
plasma discharge. Reproduced with permission from [47], Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Figure 14. Plasma-based UV photolysis: Generation mechanism of ROS inside
the water and biological cell or tissue. Reproduced with permission from [4],
Copyright 2015, Korean Vacuum Society, [12] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.

3.5. Plasms initiated ultraviolet photolysis for reactive species near to water surface and interior region
of the water
Water is a good model for the understanding of the physics and
chemistry that occurred in the plasma-induced reactive species near
to water surface and propagation of them into water. If nonthermal
plasma has interacted with the water, there are many physics and chemistry issues [70, 88] are involved during their interactions. Water is
the simplest environment for investigating plasma-liquid interactions
even in the living tissue. Plasma interfacial interactions with water
generate highly reactive molecules such as the O2 *− , OH·, NO and
ONOO− and others.
Figure 13 shows how electrons, ions, and neutral particles along
with VUV and UV radiation contribute to the production of the RONS
species in discharge gas and water interior region during the plasma
bombardment on the water [47]. The RONS production mechanism
of plasma initiated ultraviolet photolysis interior region of water and
diffusion process into the water during the plasma discharge on the
water. The electrons in discharged gas or interfacial region near to water surface could collide with neutral molecular gases of nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor, etc and dissociate them resulting in primary RONS
species such as OH·, H2 O2 , O, O2 *− , 1 O2 , O3 , N2 + , NO, and NO2 in
the discharge gas region. These primary reactive species initiate UV
light ranged from 190 to ~ 400 nm, caused by electron impacts to nitrogen, oxygen, and water molecules, which propagates into the water
to excite water molecules for simultaneous production of OH· and NO
at the interior region of water.
Figure 14 shows plasma initiated ultraviolet photolysis, which is
a generation mechanism of RONS species inside the water and biological cell or tissue [12]. Their main reactions for RONS production
inside the water during the plasma discharges are done on the water
surface [12],
UV + H2 O → H2 O∗
UV + H2 O∗ → OH · +H· , or O + 2H
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(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

in which the reaction of Eq. (16), OH─ → OH· + e─ would also play
the crucial role in the generation of OH radicals since it consumes
very little energy ≈ 2.4 eV, which could be explained for OH generation in the deeper water or biological tissue. Consequently these leads
to H2 O2 and NO2 production in the water [12, 47, 89, 90, 92, 94]. The
primary RONS generated by electron impact in discharge gas or interfacial region along with the secondary RONS by plasma-initiated
UV photolysis at interfacial or water interior region is both starting
to be diffused into the water. Additional HO2 and NO2 radicals are
produced through reactions of OH· and NO with secondary RONS.
It is very difficult to analyze changes in liquid chemistry at different
depths by sufficient spatiotemporal resolution and accuracy. In most
cases, it is very difficult to investigate a full picture of plasma physics
and chemistry of water, especially plasma RONS production in water
are remaining very intensive research activities. Nevertheless, significant advances in the understanding of some mechanisms have been
achieved and summarized [94, 95]. Plasma diagnostics and analytical chemistry for plasma-liquid interactions have been studied both
experimentally and in mathematical models.
Additionally, RONS generation also has been influenced by plasma
electric fields, environmental humidity, and gas composition. The
RONS concentrations would be adjusted by discharge voltages, gas
species, and its flow rate as well as plasma operating times [96–98].
Also, the OES intensity emitted from Ar-O2 plasma could be used for
achieving information of all RONS species in their gas environments.
Their intensities are decreased as compared with pure Ar plasma since
the addition of O2 decreases the number of discharging electrons due
to its electronegative characteristics. In the water, the concentrations
of H2 O2 and OH would be decreased for Ar-O2 and Ar-N2 plasma
in comparison with those of pure Ar plasma. While the concentration of NO2 ─ and NO3 ─ is measured to be high for the Ar-N2 plasma
compared with the other plasmas [98]. The admixtures plasma with
He+O2 +H2 O is enabled to generate various ROS species such as O,
O2 *, O3 , OH·, and H2 O2 [99] under the conclusion that ROS for
this plasma is unaffected by the ratios of H2 O/O2 in the feeding gas.
Also for maximum production of OH and O simultaneously, the ratios of H2 O/O2 in the feeding gas is found to be ≈ 1. Although it
is also found that a higher concentration of H2 O2 could be achieved
than the NO2 ─ when the plasma plume is reached to the water surface.
However, if this is the case when the plasma plume is not in contact
with liquid, then the higher concentration of NO2 ─ is achieved [100].
Further, many studies show that the H2 O2 concentration depends
strongly upon the humidity in feeding gas, rather than upon the distance of the plasma jet from the liquid surface [101].
This review shows various aspects of the reactive species during
plasma exposures on water surface. During the discharge, the UV
plays an important role to generate the reactive species inside the biological cell or tissues. The concentration of reactive species in the
discharge gas phase, gas-liquid interface, and water interior during
plasma exposures depends upon the distance between the plasma plume
and liquid, plasma electric fields, humidity, gas mixtures, VUV, UV,
gas flow rate, and duty cycle of operating voltage. Plasma-initiated UV
photolysis [94, 102, 103] also has a significant impact on the generation of OH· radicals and other RONS below the plasma-water interface, intercellular regions, or inside the tissue. The combined effects
of plasma-initiated UV photolysis and transport of RONS into the cell
or tissue would be responsible for the RONS production mechanism
inside the water or biological cell and tissue [94, 102, 103]. The primary RONS generated by electron impact during discharge and the
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secondary RONS produced by plasma-initiated UV photolysis is both
diffused into the water from their initial depths. These RONS are accumulated in water and surrounding cells, then consequently interacts with the cellular membrane that protects the intracellular environment.
Diagnostics of hydroxyl radical OH species
The spatial density distribution of RONS, especially for the hydroxyl radicals, i.e., OH, could be diagnosed by the UV absorption
spectroscopy from the nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma.
The schematic experimental setup for the UV absorption spectroscopy
could be found in many previous publications [104, 105]. This system
consists of UV lamp, which is a Hg lamp whose power is less than 1
W centered at a wavelength of 306 nm, a plano-convex lens, and CCD
spectrometer with optical fiber. The UV light has been passed and focused by 200 μm on the plasma jet by the plano-convex lens for measurement of absorption occurred at 309.2 nm, for the OH species. The
hydroxyl OH radical density produced from air, argon, nitrogen or any
kind of gas plasma could be investigated by using Lambert-Beer’s law.
The intensity for the incident and transmitted light passing through
the plasma space whose thickness is x, are denoted to be I 𝑜 and I 𝑣 ,
respectively. The density of hydroxyl radical OH species produced by
the plasma jet is given by [104–106]
𝑁 =−

𝐼
1
ln ( 𝜈 )
𝜎⋅𝑥
𝐼0

(18)

where N is the density of hydroxyl OH radicals, σ is the molecular
cross-sectional area about 6 × 10−7 cm2 for OH species [106], and x
is 0.3 cm. The hydroxyl radical OH density could be obtained by Eq.
(18) from the experimental measurement of I 𝑣 /I 𝑜 , i.e., ratio of the
transmitted intensity to incident one.
Figure 15(a) shows the UV absorption profile, represented by the
black line, caused by the OH radical species for nonthermal Ar plasma
jet whose gas flow rates are ranged from 80 to 300 sccm [104], versus the wavelengths. Also, the reference UV lamp (I 𝑜 ) and emission
profiles from OH radical species in the nonthermal plasma without
UV incidence have been shown by red and blue lines, respectively,
in this figure. The strong OH absorption profiles are appeared at the
309.2 nm, as shown in the dotted box, while there is no absorption at
~307 nm. In this experiment, the absorbed signals that appeared at
~317 nm is looking like to be nothing to do with OH radical species.
The absorbed UV profiles (black line) in Fig. 15 could be obtained by
subtracting the emission profiles of hydroxyl OH radical species (blue
line) in plasma from the transmitted UV intensity (I 𝑣 ) passing through
the atmospheric pressure plasm jet [104, 105]. The UV emission and
absorption profiles at 309 nm are denoted by the circles in the blue
line and the dotted box in the black one, respectively, as shown in Fig.
15(a). The transmission ratio (I 𝑣 /I 𝑜 ) of UV lamp caused by hydroxyl
OH radical species, from which the OH density or concentration could
be estimated at an absorbed wavelength of 309 nm. Figure 15(b) shows
the OH radical density at 2 mm above the interfacial surface versus the
Ar gas flow rate from 80 to 240 sccm under the low electrical power of
15 W with the driving frequency of 22 kHz. The OH density reaches
the maximum value of 2.6 × 1015 cm−3 for the gas flow rate of ~150
sccm and it is rapidly decreased to 6.0 × 1014 cm−3 for the flow rate of ~
250 sccm in this experiment. Other groups also reported OH densities
of (0.3–7.5) × 1015 cm−3 for low contents of water molecules less than
3 % under operating gases of He, N2 , and N2 /O2 mixtures [106–108]
with microwave frequency 2.45 GHz [107–109] and RF frequency of
13.56 MHz [110] by electrical power bigger than 100 W.
When the nonthermal atmospheric pressure DBD plasma touches
the water surface, the OH density obtained increases drastically to 6.55
× 1016 cm−3 at an appropriate applied voltage [66]. This drastic increase in OH radicals could be explained by the dissociation of water
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Figure 15. (a) UV absorption profile caused by the OH radical species (black)
versus the wavelengths. Reference UV lamp profile (I𝑜 ) versus the wavelength
without nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma jet (red). Emission profiles
from the plasma versus the wavelength from hydroxyl OH radical species (blue)
without UV incidence. (b) Hydroxyl OH radical density at the region of 2 mm above
the interfacial surface, versus the Ar gas flow rate ranged from 80 to 240 sccm.
Reproduced with permission from [104], Copyright 2012, IOP Science.

molecules by Ar atoms, O atoms, and electrons [111–114], in case Ar
has been used for plasma generation, as follows:
Ar∗ + H2 O → OH + H + Ar
O( 1 D) + H2 O → 2OH
e− + H2 O → OH + H + e−

(19)
(20)
(21)

Diagnostics of reactive NO and NO2 species in the plasma gas
For the diagnostics of the other important radical species such as
NO and NO2 , many scientists have generally used cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) [115] and Fourier Transform Infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy methods [116]. FTIR is a very useful radical analyzer based on absorption spectroscopy, also the CEAS has been employed in parallel with FTIR [116] for measurement of radical species
by including the multipath cavity cell with a high reflection mirror
[117] since the FTIR has a low sensitivity. CEAS has a higher sensitive
absorbance 10−7 ~ 10−9 , as compared with 10−3 ~ 10−5 in FTIR. Also,
CEAS has a higher selectivity and a faster response time [118, 119]
to be well adapted for the high‐speed dynamics of RONS in plasma
gas. Hence CEAS is suitable for in situ online analysis and real‐time
detection [118]. It is the most widely applied in various narrowband
and broadband variants of cavity ring‐down spectroscopy [116]. Also,
it can be used in applications for the absorption measurement of liquid samples in a cavity containing a strongly absorbing medium [116].
For nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) measurement, the visible broad band cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopic (BBCEAS) method could be
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used, however, for nitric oxide (NO), CEAS should be used with a
mid‐infrared laser for diagnostics of infrared‐active molecules, whose
spectral range is between 3 and 20 µm [120]. The NO2 absorption
could be detected with ultraviolet and visible light sources such as LED
and arc lamps. The visible absorption band of NO2 corresponds to the
electronic transition in the molecule [121]. However, in the case of
NO, the vibronic absorption band of these species was located around
5.26 µm and the absorption profile can be detected with a quantum
cascade laser (QCL) [122]. This QCL, which can be adjustable to a
specific wavelength of the laser, was widely used for NO absorption
measurement. QCLs have the most suitable characteristics for absorption spectroscopy. For these reasons, NO2 and NO measurements
could be carried out by BBCEAS and QCL−CEAS techniques, respectively. In this review, we report the measurement of NO2 and NO
generated by a nonthermal air plasma jet using BBCEAS with lightemitting diode (LED) and CEAS with QCL, respectively. For the measurement of NO2 and NO density, a visible LED whose wavelength is
660 nm and a mid‐infrared laser diode whose wavelength is 5.2386 μm
would be used, respectively. Radical densities can be calculated with
the transmission ratio using Beer-Lambert law, which is obtained by
the absorbed amount of laser intensity passed through the gas from
the plasma jet in an optical cavity of CEAS [115]. QCL−CEAS was
generally used to measure the absorption of NO radical species. Especially, the NO2 density has a value of ~2.5 × 1016 cm−3 in our air
plasma jet. The NO density has a value of ~4 × 1015 cm−3 [115].

4. Utilization of plasma bioscience for living health
The healing mechanism of lesion tissues related to bacteria-infected
diseases and virus-infected living tissues under plasma treatment could
be clarified through basic and clinical researches by using food-born
and air-born pathogens. Also, it is important to implement plasma
medical devices for these kinds of medical purposes. This requires an
absolute cooperation system between the two organizations for international standards of food safety and plasma medical devices, joint use
of advanced research facilities, joint acquisition of intellectual property rights that will lead the world, and synergy of securing advanced
technologies. In particular, the plasma bioscience field shows promising features that could be widely used in the prevention and treatment
of COVID19, which is widely popular around the world.
4.1. Cancer treatment application
Ionizing radiation and chemotherapy both treatments have severe
systemic side effects, and many cancers including brain, breast, lung,
and gut cancers are notoriously resistant to these therapies. Failure
of the immune system of the human body to detect and reject uncontrolled cells may lead to tumor or cancer development. Cancers
use multiple mechanisms to escape from immune-mediated rejection.
Several of these mechanisms are now identified on a cellular or molecular level. Plasma technology can be used as a therapeutic approach
for treating these dreadful resistant cancers by modulating immune
cells and tumor microenvironment. It can be used to cure intractable
cancer lesions through changes in DNA, apoptosis, and cell cycle control proteins through the interaction of NBP or nanoparticles with
them. Figure 16 shows the results of simultaneous treatment of Silymarin nanoemulsion (SN) and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) treated
with air DBD-NBP in xenografted mice with G361 skin cancer cells.
Reactive oxygen radicals in cancer cells increase by about 3 times compared to cells without plasma treatment, and active nitrogen increases
by about 2.5 times, which damages the DNA of cancer cells and reduces the size of cancer [29].
In addition, breast cancer cells that have recently developed resistance to anticancer drugs are an epiimmune mechanism by the active
oxygen of DBD-NBP, and the sensitivity of anticancer drugs has been
stably restored, and anticancer drugs can be used continuously. In
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Figure 16. Anti-tumor effect of Silymarin nanoemulsion and plasma-activated
PBS treatment in mice model. (a) Changes of the tumor volume in xenograft mice
models. (b) Macroscopic observation of a control group and dual treatment of
NBP-activated PBS and SN to nude mice group bearing subcutaneous tumors on
the right hind flank. (c,d) Tumor sizes and body weight. (e) Immunohistochemical
analysis of in treated and untreated tumor tissues as labeled. Reproduced with
permission from [29], Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.

addition, plasma itself can target cancer tissues by restoring and promoting the immune system [123]. Current plasma medicine research
mainly focuses on the non-thermal effects of plasmas. Several types
of nonthermal plasma offer the ability to deliver reactive oxygen or
nitrogen species indirectly or directly into biological tissues, indicating its possibility as an innovative tool for use in cancer therapy by
branched organ or endoscopic targeting treatment technology. Also,
plasma medicine researchers intend to establish a cancer-targeted approach by using non-thermal plasmas that will stimulate tumor inhibitory immune cells from their cancer-promoting state. As the community will learn more about the complexities of the proposed novel
treatment method, they can be incorporate the safest and economic
therapeutics into their strategy for innovative medical applications.
Increasing cancer radio- and chemo-sensitivity
In advanced stages, radiotherapy is a major treatment method for
invasive and malignant tumors, nevertheless side-effects to normal
counterparts and developed cancer cell resistance ease the effectiveness of radiotherapy. Since plasma technology has been shown to
kill cancer cells successfully, Lin et al. [124] attempted an approach to
combine plasma treatment with irradiation to improve radiotherapy.
They demonstrated that plasma inhibited proliferation and induced
apoptosis in many tumor cell lines being more lethal towards cancer
cells over normal cells. These promising synergies of plasma provide
sensitivity to radio-resistant cancer cells by producing ROS, inducing
apoptosis, and cell cycle arrest. Besides radio-sensitization, plasma has
been shown to improve cancer cell death in glioblastoma cells which
are resistant to temozolomide (TMZ). One group of researchers evaluated the anti-cancer properties of plasma at different dosages both
in TMZ-resistant and TMZ-sensitive cells and demonstrated that co-
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treatment of plasma and TMZ led to induction of cell cycle arrest resulting in the inhibition of cell growth, thus plasma might act as a
promising candidate to restore the sensitivity of resistant glioblastoma
cells regarding TMZ therapy [125].
On the other hand, scientists also tried to work on improving plasma
efficacy towards selective and preferential cancer cell killing. In line,
Kaushik et al. [21] showed the selective and efficient anti-cancer effects
of plasma at a low dose can be achieved when cell metabolic modifiers;
2-Deoxy D-glucose (2-DG) are used together. Their findings suggest
that incorporation of 2-DG boosts the efficacy of plasma by targeting apoptosis with caspase-dependent and independent pathways and
glycolysis for cancer cell death inhibition. This methodology is the
first report to show the advantage of combining plasma with 2-DG to
eradicate blood cancer cells [21]. Additional studies were performed
to examine the combined treatment of plasma and SN on melanoma
cells in vitro and in vivo. Notably, these dual-treatment strategy effects on the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and cancer stem
cell maintenance. Co-treatment of SN and plasma-activated medium
showed good potential on reduction of tumor growth and mice body
weight and melanoma-markers as seen in tumor xenograft nude mice
model [29].
Immuno-activation and immunogenic cell death
In immunogenic cell death (ICD), characterization, and identification of various stimuli that induce these types of cancer cell death has
remarkable potential to develop the effects of cancer therapy. Using in
vitro colorectal cancer cells, one study showed that plasma treatment
stimulated the release of dangerous signals responsible for ICD. Moreover, they showed that protective immunity in the CT26 tumor mouse
model can be achieved when treated cells were used as a whole-cell
vaccine as seen by elicited danger signals and recruitment of antigenpresenting cells into subcutaneous tumors. This study highlights the
first confirmation that the plasma could have potential for cancer immunotherapy and can be applied to clinical translation [22].
The toxicity findings showed that the treatment of HeLa cells with
4 min of DBD plasma and 7 µM of NO-PAW could reach almost IC60 .
For the apoptosis method, 4 min treatment of DBD plasma could induce 7 % apoptotic effect, whereas 7 µM NO-PAW could induce 18 %
apoptotic effect. In addition, this research assumed that DBD plasma
and NO-PAW can induce HeLa cell apoptosis by facilitating an accumulation of intracellular RONS. RNS, including NO∗ has been known
as one of the main regulatory molecules in immune biology.
Plasma-synthesized environmental friendly mussel-inspired gold
nanoparticles induces apoptosis and autophagy-mediated damage-associated molecular pattern release to stimulate immunogenic cancer
cell death. Moreover, these plasma systheiszed nanoparticles showed
enhanced uptake in cancer cells and less toxicity of non-malignant
cells [126].
Recently, Kaushik et al. [127] reported that plasma treatment stimulates monocytes and macrophages thereby inhibiting the growth of
tumor cells in the co-culture system via TNF-𝛼 and iNOS release.
Moreover, the plasma does not affect immune cell viability as seen in
macrophages. These results indicate that reactive species induced by
plasma could recruit or activate cytotoxic macrophages to cancer cell
death induction [127]. In another study, they discovered that plasma
could differentiate pro-inflammatory macrophages from monocytes
which favors anti-cancer immune responses in aggressive resistant cancers [31]. This study uncovers that the use of plasma technology could
be beneficial in modulating the pro-tumor microenvironment via affecting resting immune cells.
Targeted cancer therapy by plasma using nanotechnology-based
approaches
Tremendous efforts have been conducted over the last few years
aiming on the utilization of synergistic impacts of nanomaterials and
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plasma for cancer applications. The combination of these two emergent research areas typically belongs to two different strategies. One
of them is the synthesis of nanomaterials using plasma, which has
been evidenced as a quick, simple, cost-effective, and effective method
with eliminating the utilization of toxic chemicals during the fabrication process of nanomaterials, typically used in conventional techniques. Therefore, the plasma-synthesized nanomaterials are comparatively less toxic which makes them more suitable for practical applications in the biomedical field. The other one is the combination of
plasma synthesized nanomaterials along with plasma. This strategy
relies on the fact that the cell membranes can be open or enlarged
upon plasma treatment, thereby enhancing the cell permeation. Subsequently, nanomaterials can easily enter or penetrate through cellular
membranes.
Additionally, the selectivity of plasma can be balanced by functionalized nanomaterials, which have specific targets [32]. This concept allows us to study enhancers of plasma activity using nanomaterials in plasma medicine. Since plasma treatment did not provide any
selectivity among cancer and normal cells. To overcome this issue,
Kim et al used an antibody-targeted specific tumor protein and gold
nanoparticles (GNPs) to synthesize functionalized GNPs to enhanced
the anti-melanoma effect [128]. When this cancer-specific antibody
conjugated GNPs was pretreated before plasma irradiation, these functional GNPs binds selectively to target cancer cells, which are then efficiently sensitized by the plasma resulted in a reduction in the growth of
cancer cells. This technique shows the probability to enhance plasma
therapy selectivity [129]. Another group of researchers has shown the
effects of co-treatments that included polyethylene glycol-coated GNP
and plasma on the tumor relapse phenomenon (maintenance of cancer stem cells and EMT) which have not been much described so far.
They suggested that their combination inhibited the proliferation in
cancer cells by inactivation of the PI3K/AKT signaling axis. The reversal of EMT by GNP and plasma also delays tumor growth in tumor
xenograft mice models by decreasing mesenchymal markers [33].
In another study, they observed that enhanced anti-cancer effect
in glioblastoma cells was achieved by gold quantum dots and plasma
co-treatment. These co-treatments can induce cancer cell apoptosis
through Fas, TNFR1, DR5, and DR4 receptor-mediated extrinsic pathways. These studies also provide evidence that improvement of cellcell contact adhesion was observed by gold quantum dots attributed
to target drug delivery systems using plasma [34]. Owning the fruitful
approach of plasma towards nanoparticle synthesis, Linh et al. [130]
developed an exceptional single-step synthesis protocol using a plasma
jet to simplify the fabrication process of polydopamine-functionalized
gold nanoparticles (PDA-GNPs), eradicating the use of additional toxic
chemicals.
Plasma treatment shortened the reaction time, required for PDAGNPs compared to conventional chemical methods. Specifically, they
showed that quickly fabricated have high cellular uptake and cytotoxicity against breast cancer cells which underline the importance
of plasma–synthesized PDA-GNPs for declining cancer cell growth
through their intracellular delivery [130].
A comparison study on the photodynamic anticancer activity of
magnetic particles was carried out [131], by synthesizing multifunctional magnetic particles and using two different ferrite sub-micrometer
particles (Fe3 O4 @HP and CoFe2 O4 @HP) with different surface properties. Two different multifunctional particles had the same particle
sizes within the error tolerance of 4.5 %. Biocompatibilities and photodynamic anticancer activities on mammalian cells were evaluated,
finding that both have excellent biocompatibilities without cytotoxicity and having anticancer activities in the concentration range of
0–50 𝜇g/mL. Multifunctional cobalt ferrite (CoFe2 O4 ) nanoparticles
(CoFe2 O4 -HPs-FAs) functionalized by coating them with hematoporphyrin for establishing photo-functionality and by conjugating with
folic acid (FA) for targeting cancer cell were synthesized [132].
The activities of the CoFe2 O4 -HPs-FAs were evaluated by inves-
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has been shown to induce oxidative stress-dependent, while plasmatreated RL solutions induced oxidative stress independent cancer cell
death. They concluded that different plasma-activated solutions could
be used for the various cancers that are resistant to particular plasmatreated liquids in the future [135].
Targeting tumor micro-environmental for plasma-induced
anti-cancer effect

Figure 17. The summary of the anti-cancer mechanism of NBP. Shortly, the NBP
generated reactive species will trigger an evident rise of intracellular ROS, which
diminishes the intracellular anti-oxidant approach and also causes DNA doublestrand break. Consequently, cell cycle arrest and apoptosis based on tumor
necrosis factor receptor or mitochondrion-pathway occur. Reproduced with permission from [133], Copyright 2017, Impact Journals.

tigating magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in vitro, photodynamic
anticancer activities, and its biocompatibility, on FA receptor (FR)positive and FR-negative cell lines, Hela, KB, MCF-7, and PC-3, to
use for medical applications. This assessment study showed that the
CoFe2 O4 -HPs-FAs have good biocompatibility and MRI application
with non-cytotoxicity, and significant photodynamic anticancer activities at low concentrations irrespective of cell types. These studies indicate that nanoparticles stimulate the functional loss of specific cellular
proteins or signaling pathways, which oppose the intracellular variation due to the plasma-generated active species.
Molecular mechanisms involved in plasma-induced anti-cancer
effects
Irrespective of whether the plasma-induced effects are indirect or
direct, the proper irradiation time should be examined. It has been
observed when the exposure time is very long, both cancer and normal
cells are destroyed by plasma, while in case of short exposure time,
neither cancer nor normal cells are destroyed. Therefore, optimization
of the therapeutic range of plasma activated media (PAM) and plasma
is crucial. As discussed above, sensitivities of PAM and plasma are
different depending upon cell types.
Although many scientists attempted to discover the intracellular
molecular mechanisms involved in selective cancer cell killing so far,
however, there is not clear strong evidence to date. Plasma interacts
directly with not only cancer cells but also with the liquids surrounding cancer cells. Differential studies proved that reactive species are
the main culprits for plasma-induced cytotoxic effects; though, other
mechanisms have been also recommended. In the forthcoming time,
details regarding plasma-induced effects on gene regulation, cellular
signaling, and metabolic networks will be clarified in detail for clear
understanding (Fig. 17).
Hou et al. [134] discovered that the plasma treatment could activation of p53 and MAPK signaling pathways, ensuing in changes in
different regulatory gene expression patterns. Their tumor transcriptome analysis helped to recognize the key players in modulated gene
expression following plasma exposure at the molecular level, which
also aided the interpretation of the downstream pathways. These studies build the foundation for additional studies to more clarify the functions of numerous pathways responsible for plasma-induced biological
processes [134].
Another attempt was done by Tanaka et al. [135] by investigating
the differences in intracellular molecular mechanisms among different
plasma-treated solutions using brain cancer cells. Intriguingly, PAM
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Recently, plasma exposure is widely considered as a local therapy,
it can also modify the cell-to-cell mechanisms and cell-to-extracellular
matrix (ECM) communication in distant tumor sites. Nonetheless, it
has remained undiscovered how the physical interactions take place
among cells and the ECM in the tumor microenvironment that affect the outcomes of plasma therapy. The tumor microenvironment
(TME) consists of non-transformed and malignant cancerous cells, tumor vasculature together with ECM.
Dynamically, non-malignant cells actively participate in the TME
throughout carcinogenesis phases where their tumor-promoting function is reflected [136]. Particularly, it is crucially important to know
how cells respond to the signals induced by plasma-generated reactive species and further how could plasma affect these cellular mechanisms. Currently, there is an increased number of evidence using complex 3D cell culture models, in combination with other cells or alone
of the TME. These technologies provide great advantages to mimic the
response to treatment acquired in real complex solid tumors, such as
the determination of the effect of plasma on immune cells, ECM components, stromal cells, secretion factors, and so on. Likewise, it is possible to use these technologies probably for clinical plasma application
in patients. Understanding how plasma influences the mechanism of
communication between TME and cancer cells is of outermost relevance to apply cancer plasma treatments which can be translated into
the clinic in the future [137].
Clinical trials and highlight growing demands for cancer
application
In the plasma community, plasma oncology is a growing scientific field with uncounted important open questions. These answers
will be essential for the further development to a thoughtful medical treatment of cancer using plasma for clinical purposes. Isbary et
al. suggested that different plasma devices should be standardized for
their capacities and the resulting plasma chemistry in the liquid phase
would be beneficial to compare different approaches [35]. First animal studies have been performed on subcutaneously induced solid tumors using transcutaneous plasma treatment [138], which agrees on
the general perception of plasma-induced anti-cancer treatment [25].
Besides, local plasma treatment induced effective inactivation of single
layers of cancer cells [139], supports the use of plasma combining with
surgical treatments, where large-sized tumor removal is impossible.
Von Woedtke et al. successfully proved that plasma eliminates remaining cancer cells following post-surgical treatment [140]. These
reports suggest that the next important step should be to upgrade plasma
devices including real-time and continuous monitoring of both plasma
functioning and the target that is treated. In line, a very promising
approach was shown with the use of plasma-treated solutions for abdominal lavage in the case of disseminated tumors [141], where both
radiation and surgical treatments were impossible and chemotherapeutic drugs also cause severe side effects. Another promising therapeutic approach of the use of plasma-treated solutions was confirmed
through animal studies [142,143]. Though, much more research is still
required before starting a clinical application.
4.2. NBP applications to dental sciences
In dental science, reactive species can be found all treatment procedures such as in laser treatment, bleaching chemicals, cold plasma,
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photodynamic therapy using photosensitizers, and even in resin cement, all of these strategies contribute to the generation of reactive
species. Some of these technologies may have negative effects on cells
due to the high amount of by-products and reactive species from composites bleaching agents and some technologies such as NBP have a
positive effect on dental cells. The NBP has been used as a source of
ROS/RNS for various medical applications and also has the potential
for direct dental and dental stem cells based applications. Reactive
species play crucial roles in intracellular redox reactions and signaling pathways. At minimal or moderate doses, they can be extremely
advantageous for biological processes such as angiogenesis and repair,
whereas at extremely elevated concentrations, can induce tissue injury
or cell death, or apoptosis. Non-thermal plasma-generated reactive
species can be utilized to eliminate periodontal pathogens and related
diseases. Currently, the researcher only focused on periodontal ligament stem cells however therapeutic application on other types of
dental stem cells remains largely untapped. Up to now, little is known
about the effect of NBP on mesenchymal and dental stem cells [144],
and understanding the therapeutic outcomes of reactive oxygen and
nitrogen species is one of the main focuses of the investigation for
prospects of this NBP technology with different parameters tuning
[144]. Attempts must be made to expand the study on the interaction of reactive species with dental stem cells for more speedy tooth
bone formation and dental wound healing. More innovative ideas on
the use of plasma in the field of dental research are needed so that
effective noninvasive treatments can be given for oral diseases.
NBP can be used to sterilize dental medical equipment which can
be an alternative to traditional sterilization methods with a high level
of safety and low cost [145]. Researchers also studied the influence
of direct or indirect cold plasma on the various microbial cultures. It
has been indicated that NBP induces a greater effect to gram-negative
than the gram-positive culture [146]. The World Health Organization (WHO) believes periodontal infections and dental caries as a key
cause for tooth loss and a worldwide health issue [147]. The main culprits for this are the infection-causing microbes (i.e. pathogens) which
need to be thoroughly removed. Therefore, the use of mouthwashes
is very important for good oral health. Most commonly, commercial or market available mouthwashes are used but those can trigger
tooth staining and erosion, hence better options need to be investigated. In vitro study showed by Li et al. indicated the anti-bacterial
effects of NPB activated water as a mouthwash [148]. It is proved that
Streptococcus mutans, Actinomyces viscosus, and Porphyromonas gingivalis are generally responsible for dental carries, plaque formation, and
chronic periodontitis. NBP treated water can be obtained by exposure
of distilled or mineral or tap water to plasma discharges safely to generate reactive species such as NOx and OH. The NBP treated water
successfully inactivates (damage to proteins, genetic material, morphology disruption, and damage to cytoplasm) microbial pathogens
responsible for oral diseases. The mechanism of inactivation is based
on NBP generated reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (such as NOx
and H2 O2 ). These species may have been capable to reduce microbial
growth and infectivity potential exponentially. Also, the NBP treated
water or media for dental application undergoing a lot of research.
One of the main applications is for tooth whitening procedures as well
although only a few products are available in the market for usage.
Up to now, only tooth bleaching method is used for tooth whitening,
which can be toxic to other normal dental tissues or cells after long
use. While based on efficiency, safety, and biosecurity the application
of NBP or NBP treated water or solutions can be potential methods
for tooth whitening. Recently Kang et al. analyzed the bleaching efficiency of NBP treated solution with reactive species capable to increase
the oxidation-reduction potential [149]. Other studies also supported
this claim for the utilization of this technique [149, 150].
Surface modification is another focused research area in the dental
sciences. Nowadays interest in tissue bioengineering is ever increasing
due to several reasons that include restoring and replacing the dam-
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Figure 18. Behaviors of nonthermal biocompatible plasma treated titanium surface on oral soft tissue cells. Reproduced with permission from [159], Copyright
2018, Springer Nature.

aged or non-functional organ or tissue. There have been numerous
efforts to enhance tissue rejuvenation in dental science by several approaches. Recent researchers highlight activating dental cells by surface modification of either biomaterial or extracellular matrix. However, the complete mechanism on dental cell activity alteration and
antimicrobial efficiency of this modification is still not reported yet.
Also, these modifications on biomaterial or biological tissue-relevant
surfaces are not an easy task due to several limitations such as damage of biomaterials and loss of biocompatibility after treatment. NBP
can be applied to sterilized biomaterials with surface functionalization.
NBP treatments are safe and cost-effective and have many advantages
compared to conventional methods [151].
NBP secures great capabilities such as for bio-sterilization, bacterial and virus inactivation, and dental caries treatment [152–154].
NBP can be used to dental cosmetic-related problems such as gummy
smiles and gingival hyperpigmentation as well as soft tissue treatments
[155]. Also, NBP as the source of RONS can be used for dental stem
cell applications for more speedy bone formation and dental tissue
healing together with molecular expression linked to growth factors
[144, 156]. NBP treatments can have an impending application on
augmentation of dentin adhesion [157]. NBP exposure for less than
a minute increases adhesive properties of biomaterials by enhancing
nano hardness, young’s modulus, and hydrophilicity of various materials [158]. Earlier investigation indicated that NBP treatment improved surface biocompatibility of implants on titanium (Fig. 18), zirconia, and polyetheretherketone surfaces.
Surface modification of dental biomaterials using NBP has gained
major demand in the last few years. Various plasma-based surface
modification methods such as spray, polymerization, and plasma immersion ion methods are well investigated and are used in the biomedical industry [160]. These NBP based biomaterials surface modification methods have great potential due to economic and efficiency reasons. Zirconia and Titanium are the main materials that have been
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Figure 19. RONS generated by surface plasma for virus inactivation. The inactivation of bacteriophage T4 by ROS and RNS of plasma. Reproduced with permission
from [164], Copyright 2018, ASM Journals.

utilized for a long time in orthopedics and suitable dental materials
field for implants. The nature of these materials is biological inert, so
can be important for inflammation or adverse immune reaction. However, these materials can not support any bone formation or growth
of dental tissue. NBP based biofunctionalization or coating procedures can be used on these materials to improve bone formation or
tissue growth capabilities. Yeo et al. proved that plasma coating of
a carbon-based plasma polymer layer on zirconium biomaterial enhanced biofunctionalization with increased bone cell response [161].
It is also investigated NBP induced surface wettability with the antiadhesion effect of bacterial strains on hydrophobic materials such as
poly-dimethyl siloxane (biomaterial). Another investigation showed
that found that NBP treatment on titanium dental implant biomaterials surface with air gas can support soft tissue integration with controlled cytokine release [159]. This kind of biomaterial-based advantageous effect may provide the basis for new strategies. There are several
possibilities using NBP treatment in the field of dental research areas.
Therefore, the possibilities of utilizing such NBP technology for dental treatment is deemed, it would provide a new base for novel dental
devices in the future and likely to have a global impact. New concepts
in this area can further be utilized for future sterilization, stem cell
growth, and differentiation, tooth whitening, enhanced surface modification of dental biomaterials using NBP.
4.3. Plasma application to the COVID19 (SARS-COV2:
Coronavirus 19)
SARS-COV2, or COVID19, originated in Wuhan, China at the
end of 2019, has now spread worldwide at an alarming rate, infecting about 100 million people, and causing about 2.3 million deaths,
by an approximate death rate of 2.2 %. In addition, confirmed cases
continue to spread and become infected in the US and Europe, and a
vaccine against it has now been under development for injection and
some countries are now vaccinating for prevention. Viruses occupy
the largest number in the past billions of years on the earth [162], and
various types of them exist and have adapted, evolved, and mutated
according to the environment of the times.
Viruses play an important role in the global ecological environment, such as the carbon cycle of the sea [163]. On the other hand,
pathogenic viruses infect tens of millions to hundreds of millions of
animals each year on the planet or infect people. This has resulted in a
decrease in crop yield or the loss of many lives. Therefore, the inactivation of harmful viruses is an essential and very important issue for human health. The inactivation of the virus can be successfully processed
using reactive oxygen and reactive nitrogen in plasma [164]. Figure 19
(left side) shows the surface discharge NBP consisting of a mixture gas
not only a large number of electrons and ions, but also various reactive oxygens and various nitrogen species at room temperature, that
is, a cocktail, so it can inactivate bacteriophage T4 through their complex action. The cocktail interaction of these species brings damages
to the DNA and protein of the bacterial phage as shown in Fig. 19
(right side). Corona 19 virus and its strains, which are highly infectious, can also be sufficiently inactivated by environmentally friendly
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application of NBP plasma, which is considered a new hope for humanity [165]. Their research field is relatively young and short, and
started about 15 years ago, almost coincident with the viewpoint of
plasma bioscience [166–168]. At that time, it was known that ozone
inactivates the virus. Due to environmental safety standards, many researchers are conducting their investigations and development on the
inactivation of viruses using other eco-friendly reactive gases while
keeping ozone below that. Cold plasma, green or environmentally
friendly technology has been widely used in many areas for microbial
sterilization or inactivation. Recently, plasma medicine researchers
initiated preliminary studies on SARS-COV2 using cold plasma devices [165, 169–178]. Both, plasma and plasma-activated water treatment showed inactivation of viruses in a dose-dependent manner, and
additionally in vivo investigations indicated no side‐effects with low
invasiveness, simplicity, improved wound healing, inhibition of pain
and inflammation [165, 177]. Several studies have reported the influence of cold plasma treatment on bacteriophages (T4, Φ174, and
MS2 strains) and viruses such as Newcastle disease virus (NDV), human norovirus (NV), porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome
(PPRS), Feline calicivirus (FCV), murine norovirus (MNV) and hepatitis A virus (HAV), Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), etc. Plasma
generated RONS, electrons, ions, ozone, and other physical factors
play that can affect structural components (cell walls or cell membranes) as well as physiological components (nuclear material and proteins). However, concrete proof on inactivation of human virus pathogenesis and alteration of host-pathogen interaction mechanism is not
reported yet. There is a growing need to investigate plasma-based
virus inactivation mechanisms in both cell-based models and in animal models (including organoids) against future coronaviruses. The
mechanism for the inactivation of coronaviruses will be the targeting virulence factor and host-pathogen interaction using nonthermal
plasma that may give new insight for the control of virus pathogenesis
(Fig. 20).
Also, AI-based prediction models can be used to predict possible
mutations based on existing data or the next mutated virus sequence.
These models can help early prediction of virulence properties which
can help in preventing infection and support in NBP based treatments.
The development of economical and cost-effective NBP based treatment methods will provide endless opportunities for critical stage patients infected with the corona virus. Utilization of the NBP based
virulence factor and host-pathogen interaction control strategies will
address challenges raised by virus pathogenesis and will promote the
development of novel plasma-based treatment methods, that can show
an encouraging potential for clinical use. In addition, in the reality that
research on the interaction between plasma and virus is recognized
to be important to clarify how to inactivate COVID19 and its variant virus in the development of plasma quarantine devices for human
beings. Furthermore, it is time to conduct research and development
ensuring safety to patients and medical doctors in the implementation
of plasma treatment devices for active treatment of COVID19 and its
variant virus around the world. In addition, the simultaneous development of plasma-treated water for this needs to be actively considered
for living and health, and the justification for this is overflowing, as
discussed.
4.4. Plasma for disc herniation treatment
Lumbosacral herniated nucleus pulposus (HNP) mainly responsible for low back and lower extremity pain symptoms of lumbosacral
herniated nucleus pulposus, and they are attributed to damaged annulus inflammation and neuronal impingement of herniated disc tissue.
Also, lumbar spinal pain leads to impaired movement and reduced
involvement in activities. Certainly, a disc-related disorder in the industrialized population is incredibly frequent and causing restrictions
and work disruptions lead to enhanced costs for clinical treatment and
reduced productivity. Taking into fact, the most favorable treatment
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Figure 20. Possible mechanism on corona virus inactivation using NBP.

must comprise a short treatment time, quick healing effects, quick return to daily activities, and cost-efficient. Generally, open discectomy
is suggested if conservative therapy fails. The success rate of the discectomy procedure is stated to be between 70 to 90 %. However, there
are several issues in this surgical procedure such as moderate or severe
neuronal damage, undistinguishable response to the oral painkillers,
as well as the risk of relapse.
Recently, to minimize disadvantages several minimally invasive spine
intervention procedures and sources are being established to augment
the surgical improvements. Minimally invasive interventional methods and tools for tissue ablation using catheter insertion have been
shown to reduce local pressure and cauterize irregularly growing nerve
endings. Recently Kim et al. also created a radiofrequency plasmabased catheterization procedure and investigated its clinical outcomes
[178]. They invented a navigable plasma disc decompression catheter
using a radiofrequency ablation technique that was devised for local
access and selective HNP treatment. Clinical efficacy of this device
in patients with disc herniation with selective targeting, safe removal
of localized tissue through ablation. The radiofrequency-based focal
removal procedure using a maneuverable plasma disc decompression
catheter is an optimized and feasible option for the treatment of lumbar disc herniation with minimum invasiveness [178]. In the future,
critical attention must be given to the probability of electrical damage
to neuronal tissues. Therefore, additional technological improvements
are needed to increase the effectiveness of tissue ablation and safety
standardization issues.
For the development of new plasma-based device for disc treatments, Hong et al. recently invented the Navigable Percutaneous Disk
Decompression Device (L’DISQ) and navigable percutaneous plasma
cervical decompressor (L’DISQ-C) (Fig. 21) [179]. These devices are
based on a minimally invasive procedure for percutaneous disk decompression that utilizes plasma energy to damage unwanted nuclear
tissue. Moreover, the investigation was performed to compare effects
by L’DISQ and L’DISQ-C to treat disc herniation. It was reported that
the cervical disc (L’DISQ-C) has comparable efficacy and safety as the
lumbar device (L’DISQ). In conclusion, L’DISQ-C wand can be navi-
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Figure 21. Experimental setup for aqua plasma properties and images of the
L’DISQ-C. (a) Procedure tip of L’DISQ. (d1) The distance was 5 cm from the center
of the electrode. (d2) the target substrate (Nucleus pulposus) for plasma ablation, was contained in a culture dish. (b-d) Images of the L’DISQ-C and (e) its
power source. The tip of the wand can be curved to the preferred angle by (b)
downward or (c) upward by the rotation of the control wheel. The power generator supplies 100 W electric power to the plasma-generating wand. Reproduced
with permission from [179], Copyright 2018, Thieme, [180] Copyright 2019, Thieme.

gated into the posterior region of cervical disks and could ablate target disk tissues quantitatively without substantial structural or thermal to adjoining tissues. Lee et al. also evaluated safety by measuring the increase in temperature at various distances from the device
tip within the nucleus pulposus. It is analyzed that denaturation of
collagen and other bio-relevant molecules can not be affected during
herniation treatment as temperature rise was less than 13 ∘ C (from 23
∘ C) at all measured distances [179]. Therefore macroscopic damage
could not have occurred in the neighboring tissues. The possibility of
unknown factors is also emphasized in the plasma device which generates hydroxide, electron, ultraviolet, and other reactive species, and
can affect at the microscopic level in the treatment area. Further investigation on the effect of this procedure on normal blood perfusion,
body temperature, and other physiologic conditions in cells or tissues
is needed. Future study on the animal model will be important to
achieve a mechanism for the effects of the L’DISQ-C on cervical disk
herniation.
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Another recent study described optimal parameters of aqua-plasma
beams for intervertebral disk resection. In this investigation, a minimally invasive method for intervertebral disk resection in continuation of previous studies using plasma beams has been developed. Two
main factors of plasma must be considered for herniated disc treatment in medical settings: the disc tissue ablation effectiveness and
the safety standards of the method. Conventional parameters such as
voltage and tip speed were analyzed based on clinicians’ personal experiences and laboratory experiments. High-frequency plasma-based
ablation is called coblation which is a nonthermal method for surgery.
High-frequency energy is applied via the energized bipolar electrodes
to a physiological medium (saline solution), producing a highly focused plasma field around the electrodes. These ionized particles have
enough strength (3–6 eV) to break organic molecular bonds within
the tissue. The ablation rate was assessed using porcine nucleus pulp
at various procedural tip speeds and voltages. The voltage is directly
proportional and tip speed is inversely proportional to the levels of
plasma generation. The high amount of plasma formation is likely to
enhance the efficiency of disk removal. However, a high amount of
heat generation will be a drawback of this procedure for medical use
irrespective of target removal. As per thermal safety generation of heat
during the experiment is also analyzed. The higher ablation rate was
obtained at slower procedural speeds and higher voltages. The optimal plasma parameters for minimal tissue damage were 280 volts rootmean-square (Vrms ) and a 2.5 mm/s procedural tip speed. The plasma
ablation procedure is distinct from other medical laser procedures or
intradiscal electrothermal therapy (IDET) as it uses chemically reactive species such as hydroxyl radicals generated around the tip instead
of heat energy to damage the disk molecular structure. These findings
on disc treatments provide several useful pieces of information for safe
and effective procedures in clinical settings. A further investigation is
needed to show the impact of the speed and voltage in animal models
or human patients.

5. Perspectives and conclusion
Plasma bioscience and medicine are newly developed and rapidly
developing with the goal of next-generation health promotion and disease healing of a new concept. To this end, the development of a
nonthermal (or low temperature) atmospheric pressure biocompatible plasma (NBP) source that can be applied to the actual medical
field, and research and development of PAW using this NBP are actively underway. These NBP and PTW could also be applied to cancer
cells, neurodegenerative diseases, viral diseases, and skin diseases that
are difficult to treat. There is a need for active cooperative research
such as securing new data and related basic plasma clinical trials. The
treatment based on plasma bioscience can be combined with existing
cancer treatment methods and can be applied in various ways. Also,
recently researchers examined effect of plasma treated biomolecules
for biological application [181]. This area also have potential for several clinical applications. In particular, NBP could be expected to have
great effects when it can be applied with plasma-treated water together
to liver cancer, lung cancer, brain cancer, breast cancer, pancreatic
cancer, skin cancer, and blood cancer, which are known to be types
of some intractable cancer. The manufacturing and disinfection of
plasma medical devices for surgical trauma treatment wound healing
as well as burn treatment, and skin disease control and treatment are
recognized as very important fields. In addition, the efficiency of NBP
can be expected when sterilizing bacteria resistant to antibiotics. Recent progress in plasma bioscience and medicine showed utilization of
non-thermal gas plasma for bio-sterilization, water purification, and
decontamination [182, 183]. Also nonthermal gas plasma is used for
agriculture applications [184] and this area can be further explored
with several new ideas. Now, in the era of long-lived health and welfare, it is also important to secure cooperative technology to solve this
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by applying NBP to the degenerative brain and disc herniation diseases
of the silver generation.
In 2015, we need to get a database of realistic wisdom about the
valuable experience of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)
and the infection of a new virus COVID19 since last year, as seen in
the harsh reality. Prevention and inactivation of these viruses in allweather areas, indoor disinfection of ambulances, indoor air purification and virus removal, water purification, and fine dust removal are
difficult to implement only with conventional methods. At this time,
applying NBP technology can bring better results than expected.
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